### BATTERY CHARGERS

#### AVIATION BATTERY CHARGER

Industrial quality charger. Is user programmable to charge all lead acid batteries, wet cell, AGM, or gel type. A digital volt meter and amp meter gives the operator REAL information, along with a tri-color LED to track charge progress. For safety, polarity protected, and current limited. Can be left connected and charging while engine is started. Prevents sulfation of battery if left connected, no need for an extra product. Will turn on and recover batteries with as little as 2 volts. 3 year warranty, Made in U.S.A

P/N 11-14846 ........................ $149.95

#### POWERALL JUMPSSTARTER WITH BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

The PowerAll Journey is the world’s first and only all-in-one portable 600A emergency 12V vehicle jump starter with built-in 5W Bluetooth® speaker. The jump start feature is powerful enough to start up a V8 engine, making it a must have emergency accessory for all your vehicles. Equipped with an ultra-bright 110 lumen LED flashlight with SOS and strobe features to assist you in the dark and emergency situations. It’s also equipped with two 5V / 2.1A USB ports to charge your mobile devices on the go. Designed with a portable IPX5 shock proof exterior, the Journey is protected from water, dust, sand and snow. Enjoy your favorite music playlist with your favorite music the way the artist intended. The PowerAll Journey is truly the only multi-purpose portable jump starter and power bank out on the market.

P/N 11-14679 ........................ $279.00

#### BATTERY AND ALTERNATOR CONDITION TESTER

Instant and accurate battery condition status: indicates if battery is “healthy” or in need of charging. Instant status of your alternator/charging system: determines whether battery or alternator is at fault. Non-Aviation / Not for Aircraft.

P/N 11-04302 ............................ $15.60

#### ZEUS POWER BANK BATTERY CHARGER

The ZEUS Power Bank is a portable battery charger that can charge many electronic devices via USB port, such as MP3 players, mobile phones, cameras, portable gaming devices, and other USB compatible devices. The ZEUS Power Bank comes with everything you see in the photo: user guide and travel bag. It’s easy, portable and perfect for anyone on the go! Ideal for long flights, outdoor activities where anytime anywhere remote charging is needed. NOTE: Recharge the power bank through any computer via USB port or with a 5V wall adaptor. P/N 11-09964 ............................ $143.95

#### RC ALLEN ESP BATTERY BACKUP

Easy to use Emergency Jump starter & portable Power bank with the added bonus of a 5W audiophile speaker. The PowerAll Journey is the world’s first and only all-in-one portable 600A emergency 12V vehicle jump starter with built-in 5W Bluetooth™ speaker. The jump start feature is powerful enough to start up a V8 engine, making it a must have emergency accessory for all your vehicles. Equipped with an ultra-bright 110 lumen LED flashlight with SOS and strobe features to assist you in the dark and emergency situations. It’s also equipped with two 5V / 2.1A USB ports to charge your mobile devices on the go. Designed with a portable IPX5 shock proof exterior, the Journey is protected from water, dust, sand and snow. Enjoy your favorite music playlist with your favorite music the way the artist intended. The PowerAll Journey is truly the only multi-purpose portable jump starter and power bank out on the market.

P/N 11-10027 ............................ $169.00

#### ZAMP KICKER SOLAR BATTERY MAINTAINERS

The Zamp Kicker Battery Maintainer is designed to fully charge and maintain a battery at proper voltages without the damaging effects caused by unattended bench top and trickle chargers.

#### MICRO-START PERSONAL POWER SUPPLY XP-1

World’s smallest Jump Starter and Personal Power Supply. Just charge it once and take your power wherever you go. So small it fits in your pocket, yet so powerful it can jump-start Motorcycles, Cars and Trucks! Amazingly, it will also power and charge your electronics. Built in flashlight with an S.O.S. pattern. Whatever you do, don’t get stuck without back-up power again!

P/N 11-10025 ........................... $359.00

#### KELLY BC3000 BATTERY ANALYZER

The BC3000 is a lightweight fully automated battery analyzer assessing the health of all lead-acid 12-volt lead-acid batteries. It is lightweight and portable. Its advanced electronics make it ideally suited for small aircraft batteries with an ampere hour range of 1-59. Connect the battery using the included quick battery connection adapters, the unit automatically senses and selects 12 or 24 volts, no manual settings required. The Kelly BC3000 Battery Analyzer gives accurate battery condition readings, voltage, and internal resistance readings. It even tells users when the battery is fully charged. The Kelly BC3000 Battery Analyzer is the perfect tool for Small/Medium aircraft batteries.

P/N 11-06866 ............................ $179.75

#### PACEMAKER MAINTENANCE CHARGER

The Pacemaker charger will work with all Full Spectrum Power battery systems as well as most other 12v lithium lightweight batteries. Pacemaker is fully automatic, ensuring that your lightweight lithium battery pack is always properly charged. LED indicator lights alert you to the state of charge of your system at a glance.

P/N 11-13880 ............................ $49.00

---

**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice**